Lisbon, Portugal June 2018

CELFINET’S 5G-READY PLATFORM VISMON
TO BE EXHIBITED AT TECHXLR8 IN
LONDON
TechXLR8 will bring together the most influential tech innovators
including Celfinet
London Tech Week 2018 is upon us, aiming to promote the future of tech and
showcase how digital transformation is disrupting the way we live and do
business.
One of the highlights is TechXLR8 which brings together eight leading
technology events under one single roof.
Within the 5G World exhibition, the global provider CELFINET will showcase its
innovative RAN management solution: VISMON. The multi-vendor and multitechnology RAN platform, which has been favored among tier-1 Telecom
operators around the world, will be located at the stand 5G304.
Comprising a 5G-ready architecture, VISMON offers maximum operational
efficiency and resource availability, leveraging Mobile Operator’s customer
awareness via benchmarking reports. VISMON features a full modular approach
that evolves into an OEM agnostic Network Orchestrator.
VISMON targets the complex areas of Configuration Management, Quality of
Service and Benchmarking, and RAN energy saving. Solving distinct use cases,
VISMON represents a great example of what the 5G World ecosystem has to offer.
Taking place from June 12th to 14th at ExCeL,London, TechXLR8 will connect the
different areas of tech through educational conferences, networking
opportunities, award ceremonies and workshops. The event will bring to the
stage influential speakers like the co-founder of Wikipedia, Jimmy Wales and Cofounder of lastminute.com, Martha Lane Fox.

ABOUT CELFINET
Founded in 2003, Celfinet was born with a powerful vision: to develop
innovative engineering solutions that could “turn RAN management
complexity into simplicity”. Based in Portugal, and with a team of more
than 250 engineers spread across 4 continents, Celfinet has become a
major technological reference for some of the largest mobile
telecommunication operators in the world.
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